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Abstract
In the advent of the intelligent age, the focal point of communal activity becomes the civic forum
of information exchange. The interface of art, information and communication to the civic arena
anticipates a public place for collective creativity and intelligence. An Exploratorium for Art and
Interactive Telecommunications can become the heart of a city's activities with different levels of
individual and group participation in the public exchange of ideas, thoughts, issues and events.
Such a place of discourse can become a center to create, contemplate and learn, a place that is
an extension of ourselves, our city and beyond. Interactive telecommunications speaks a
language of creativity and connection. It is a technology not of monologue but of conversation.
This local forum can become an urban oasis for the freedom of interaction and personal expres-
sion in an unfolding chain of dramas that will impart new meaning to the city symbolic.
Amidst the shifting complexity of an urban environment, such a public place of high imageability
can form a stable focus for daily human existence. The imageability of the Exploratorium need
not arise purely from monumentalism or novel aesthetics. The legibility of this public place can
instead ensue from a rich application and ordering of experiential form. The design intention of
this thesis is to create a public place with a spirit and identity that is vivid, distinct and engaging
to the individual; an imageable place of public pride and civic rejuvenation that reflects both the
depth and the complexity of a collective human experience.
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Art and Interactive Telecommunications
Background
The early seventies was instrumental in establishing a firm groundwork for art and telecom-
munications. Experiments rapidly advanced with many artists developing global projects with
the use of satellite, interactive video, slow-scan television, fax, digital image transfer,
videotex, teleconference, videophone and other forms of electronic online communications.
The introduction of integrated system digital networks (ISDNs) created unparalleled venues
for interaction combining elements of text, image and sound. The late seventies and eighties
brought forth high-visibility projects, including "Artists' Use of Telecommunications" (San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art, 1979) and "Planetary Network" (Venice Biennale, 1987).
The eighties also brought forth an interest in the formation of information-based ongoing
networks. Two such notable projects are Art Com Electronic Network (ACEN) and Fine Art
Science and Technology (FAST), personal computer networks dedicated to contemporary art
and communications technology. As the turn of the century approaches, telecommunica-
tions, interactive multimedia, cybernetic sculpture, and computer-based environmental
installations will continue to redefine creative reality and become the true new frontier for
contemporary art.
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Interactive Connection and Creation
For the artist, telecommunications suggests new insights into creative work -
imaginative interactivity -and into the overall nature of art. In electronic space, there
can now exist a creativity of presence with a presence of creativity. Art, in the
electronic telecommunications continuum, will always be incomplete, indeterminate
and in flux. To interact with it, to interface with it, is in part to define it and to create
it. In telematic art there is no creation without participation and there is no participation
without distribution. Art in the 21st Century will be about aesthetics of interactivity -
interactivity as art -and culture as connectivity.
The ideaof distributed telepresence has huge implications not only for art and but also
for it's institutions, markets and consumers. Art becomes no longer a linear affair,
dealing in harmony and completion -a composed and ordered finality. Instead, art
becomes open-ended, fleeting and virtual. Interactive telecommunications chal-
lenges cultural hierarchy: the role of the artist as individual genius, the role of art works
as objects, and the role of the public as viewers of art. It instead creates art as
participatory process, exposes viewers as artists and artists as instigators of art
applications. The interface to these systems is not the window to an ordered reality
as presented by Renaissance art, but the doorway that is the threshold to variable
worlds, in which individuals can creatively move and meet and fully explore a sense
of being.
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Thermal Images of Indian Dancing
Art as Transformation
In telematic interactivity, the artist no longer generates ideas that are visualised and
represented as objects of art. The concept of space is no longer restrained to the surface
of a painted canvas or the dimensions of an installation in a gallery or museum. The artist
can now interact in electronic space with other telematic 'users' whose behaviours are
virtualised to constitute a presence. This art - of human connectivity - finds itself
endlessly transformed by the interaction of the virtual presence, the digital extensions
of users remotely located from each other in time as well as in space. In this field of
creativity, art is not representation but transformation; its hypotheses are transient;
aesthetic resolution gives way to a connective evolution.
Dancer and Interactive Media
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Space and Time
The new telematics system of computerised communication gives rise to a new felt
quality of human presence. This quality is one of being 'here' at this place and
simultaneously 'there', in many other places. The play is with presence, place and
time - the intermingling of the presences of space and time. This is a strange
experience, new in the repertoire of human capabilities. There now exists the ability
to meet others in dataspace, mind to mind, virtually face to face, in real time or in
computer-mediated asynchronous time, in a particular geographical location, or in
multiple, dispersed locations. The technology of these transformative systems
fulfills a profound human desire to transcend the limitations of body, time and space
and to defeat metaphors of self and identity that alienate, isolate, and imprison the
mind in solipsistic systems. The need is to reach out, to touch, and to connect - to
expand our consciousness by a dissemination of our presence, to distribute self into
a larger society of mind. Interactive telecommunications is a means of creating art
as social process -as a means to evolve public imagination and engender operative
new realities.
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Golfer Swing
Communication and Information
Interactive telecommunications (telematic technology) speaks a language of
cooperation, creativity and transformation. It is a technology not of monologue but
of conversation. It feeds fecund open-endedness rather than an aesthetics of
closure and completion. Interactive telecommunication is a technology that
empowers the individual to connect with others.
Telecommunications technology also serves to highlight the rich diversity of
languages and cultures around the world. It can decentralize and broaden
communication between individuals of different cultures, socio-economic back-
grounds, interests and experiences, and explore combinations of communities.
The more efficaciously people can communicate on a global level, the greater will
be their sense of understanding and appreciation of uniqueness and specificity.
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Android Head
A mere increase in volume of communication and information, however, is not
necessarily an improvement, especially in the banal context of an 'information
society' dominated by military, industrial and commercial interests. But interactive
telecommunications, generating expansion of the mind by user participation and
choice, evolves in contrast to the one-way flow of information in the paradigm of
mass media. Planetary information-exchange and interaction between creative
individuals exploiting the new technologies of today can unveil a rich, transpersonal,
and multi-cultural perspective. A new social space that allows expanded human
interaction and creativity can evolve. Telematic interactive communications sys-
tems can give rise to a variety, richness and unexpectedness of ideas, images and
experiences. We can think of a collective imagination in which individual sensibility
is heightened, perception extended, thought amplified and consciousness widened
to a global vision. The human use of computerised communication and electronic
telepresence carries great potential and hope for our emergence into the next
millennium as caring, cooperative and creative human beings.
Computer Graphic
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Imageability of Public Place
Spirit and Presence
Places exist as fusions of manmade and natural order. They are significant centers of
immediate human experiences with the world, defined not only by particular communities,
landscapes or locations, but also by the focus of experiences and intentions in particular
settings. Public space is the common ground where civility and our collective sense of
what may be called "publicness" are developed and expressed. Our public environment
serves as a reflection of public values, social culture, individual behaviors and beliefs.
Places exist not as concepts or abstractions; they are directedly experienced phenomena
of the world embodied with meanings, real objects, and continuous activities.
Public places are important sources of individual and communal identity. They are often
intense centers of human existence to which people have deep emotional and psychologi-
cal ties. At the deepest of levels, there exists unselfconscious, or perhaps even
subconscious associations with place. A public place may provide, for instance, a sense
of safety and security or a field of care and concern. Although such an individual
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"insidedness" is a personal experience, it is one to which many other people might similarly
relate. This collective sense for a particular place begins to define the true essence of that
place. It refers to the underlying character or personality of a place that helps to contribute to
its sense of 'presence'. A spirit of a place can evolve from physical, perceptual, or experiential
sensibilities or from particular significances that derive from past events and present situations.
A desirable spirit may exist in a place with a vivid character that heightens and enriches
individual views and senses, evokes new meanings and emotions, or incites the recollection
of memories and past experiences.
The making of places is an ordering of the world, for it differentiates the world into qualitatively
distinct centers and provides a structure that both reflects and guides experience. There
stands the need, however, for the making of places which are human in scale and organization,
contextual in physical and cultural terms, and filled with significances for those who experience
them. We conscientiously strive to avoid the making of'flatscapes', places that lack intentional
depth and significance and only provide possibilities for commonplace and mediocre experi-
ences. The future awaits the development of an environment in which public places are
devoted to man, reflecting and collectively enhancing the rich variety of human experience.
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Image and Identity
Architecture and public space embody memories of social events, myths, and beliefs.
Details within an architecture or public space may promote the recognition of personal
identity in the familiar or maintain social identity and tradition. An understanding of
places in the city allows us to perceive not only their passive roles as memories of cultural
history, but also to accord them a significant function in our own consciousness of
passing through time and space. In modern terms, the way we perceive visual images
or ideas depends very much on conditioning that governs the degree and nature of our
exposure to those frameworks of which those ideas and images are part. Lengthening
the time-exposure to such frameworks and images clearly generates greater familiarity
with these contexts and relationships, compressing time-experience into memories of
greater density and complexity.
A desirable architectural and spatial environment is one that enlarges our sense of the
present and heightens our perception of a particular activity or event. It is a place that
evokes sudden sensations and fresh images that may recall a multiplicity of past
experiences. Such images of a place are vividly distinct, legible and engaging, and
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promote further individual and social exploration. This image of a place is one that is in
tune with our biological nature, one that offers open-endedness or indefinitely expansible
possibilities, and one that maintains connections with the past and the future. A distinctive
and legible image of a place offers security but also heightens the potential depth and
intensity of human experience.
Image and identity provides a place with individuality and distinction and serves as the
basis for its recognition as a separable entity. On first acquaintance with a new place, we
gain a general impression in terms of its form and spatiality as revealed in light and shade.
On closer examination, however, this first impression is modified as we become aware of
detailed images that make up the impressionistic whole. It is the manner in which qualities
and objects are manifest in our experience of places that governs our impressions of the
uniqueness, strength, and genuiness of the identity of those places. The identity of a place
cannot be understood simply in terms of the patterns of physical and observable features,
nor just as products of attitudes, but as an indissociable combination of the two. The
identity of a place is an expression of the adaptation of assimilation, accomodation, and
the socialization of knowledge.
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Imageability - or apparent clarity or legibility - of architecture and public space is of
special importance to our perceptual world when considering the scale and shifting
complexity of a typical urban environment. Imageability is that quality in a place which
gives it high probability of evoking a strong image in any observer. It is that shape, color,
or arrangement which facilitates the making of vividly identified, powerfully structured,
highly useful mental images of the environment. Highly imageable places invite the eye
and the ear to greater attention and participation. They are places that can be
apprehended over time as a pattern of high continuity of distinct parts clearly intercon-
nected. Highly imageable places allow the perceptive or familiar observer to absorb new
sensous impacts without disruption of his or her basic image, where each new impact
can touch upon many previous elements. Such places contain a legibility where objects
are not only able to be seen, but are presented sharply and intensely to the senses -by
way of distinctive sounds, sights, smells, or tactile experiences. Legibility furthers the
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ease with which different parts of the environment can be recognized and organized into a
coherent pattern. Desirable crossroads, central points of focuses, or landmarks, whether
natural or manmade, for instance, tend not only to draw attention to themselves but also to
declare themselves as places that in some way stand out from the surrounding area. Such
places with high imageability tend to persist and to form an ongoing focus for collective
human experience. A legible city would be one whose imageable districts or landmarks or
pathways are easily identifiable and easily grouped into an overall pattern.
The imageability of a place may be strengthened through internal unity, strong edges that
serve as major paths, or a hierarchy of landmarks which link to a related hierarchy of paths.
In theory, imageability enhances perceived quality by promoting to people a clearer sense
of their surroundings. In reality, however, the quality of imageable elements can vary -a
landmark might be an overbearing and obtrusive water tower, a path might be surrounded
by unsightly billboards, an edge might be polluted river, and a district might be identified by
its blight. Such a city would be imageable, although ugly and undesirable. Imageable
elements define the evaluative image of a city, but the direction of that evaluation -pleasant
or unpleasant -depends in part on the perceived quality of the elements.
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The image of a place is a mental picture that is also in part the product of personal
experiences, attitudes, memories, and immediate sensations. The image of a place
consists of the elements associated with the experience of individuals or groups and
their intentions toward that place. Everyone has their own mix of personality, emotions,
and intentions which color their image of a place and give it a distinct identity. Within
one person, the mixing of experience, memory, imagination, present situation, and
intention can be so variable that he or she can see a particular place in several quite
distinct ways. A street, for example, is a very different place to a pedestrian and to a
car driver. Both individuals attend to different systems of objects and signs and have
quite different purposes and experiences. Yet at different times, one person may walk
and drive down that same street. For this person, the identity of the street can vary
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between different physical features or appearance, observable activities and functions,
meanings and symbols. There is an infinite range of content within which each of these
elements can combine to form a coherent image. Hence there is no discernible limit to the
diversity of place identity. Every imageable place, however, has certain content and patterns
of relationship that are universally identified through common culture, cognition or experi-
ence and captured in the underlying spirit of that place.
Distinctive and diverse places are manifestations of a deeply felt social involvement. Public
places are created and known through common experiences and involvement in common
symbols and meanings. The physical environment as a whole should be a vivid emblem of
time: past, present, and future. There exists the need for more imageable places of
memorable and specific characterto which the individual may connect in thought and feeling.
The urban environment should convey to us that we live in a flowing, particular present, with
a future collectively linked in our minds and securely commemorated in the places that we
engage.
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Experience
Public places are the participatory landscapes of the city. An experience of place is a
multifaceted experience that involves location, landscape, and personal engagement.
The places in a city to which we are most attached are settings in which we have had
a multiplicity of experiences and which call forth an entire complex of affections and
responses. In our daily lives, places are not merely experienced as independent, clearly
defined entities that can be described simply in terms of their location or appearance.
They are experienced, moreover, through visual and physical interaction as well as
through feelings and the attachment of values. A place can be more fully understood
where visual features provide tangible evidence of some concentration of human
activities or a reflection of human values and intentions.
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Places in the city involve a concentration of personal intentions, attitudes, and purposes.
They are places of complexity and a variety of scale that heighten and enrich our views
and senses and help to recall memories and past experiences. Public space is also the
meeting ground of the interests of many diverse groups. The harbor, the public square,
and the market, for example, are places for the exchange of ideas and goods, places for
meeting familiar and unknown faces. Public place is a focal point or node in the city where
we experience the meaningful events of our daily existence.
Public place is a meeting place or crossing of directions and paths. Vivid or repeated
personal encounters with relationships of space and form give a real depth of exposure,
allowing us to assimilate composite experience into our environmental memory. In a
straight street, for instance, focus is limited and time predominates. At a plaza or node,
the predominance of time is compressed by the sudden expansion of space. We may
journey between spaces vertically, but it is only in the horizontal, visually dynamic path that
we can retain a continuity of consciousness. The effect of the elevator and the high-rise
building, for instance, has been to remove the dynamic quality from horizontal circulation
and hence from the experience of place within the city.
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The excitement in experiencing a public place lies not simply in a collective viewing
of form and space. Instead, an exploration of the individual fragments of experience
that unite to form the coherent whole can unveil rich multiple dimensions in the
experience of a place. The essence of a place is usually formed within the
aggregation of these smaller locales.
Individuals, as moving elements in a public place, are as important as stationary
physical components. They are not lifeless observers of a spectacle, but rather
performers with interactive roles on a stage with other participants. Where space
changes with the daily movement of the sun, public place changes with the
movement of human beings.
Amheim Sculpture Pavilion, van Eyck
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We distinguish certain parts of a city as places when they have in some way
attracted, engaged and focused our attentions. A desirable public place is one that
is vivid and engaging, one that allows further exploration and development. In such
exploratory places, the space engages us and unfolds as we move through it,
revealing more and more with every step and turn. Aldo van Eyck's Arnheim
Pavilion, for instance, slowly unfolds in sequence as an individual follows the curved
walls or pauses in the larger spaces encircling the sculptures. The walls limit vision
to immediate space and encompass the individual.
Amheim Sculpture Pavilion, van Eyck (above). Plan (above right)
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A desirable public place is one that may also promote such feelings as anticipation,
surprise, curiosity and hope. A place may contain, for instance, visual phenomena that
catches your attention and draws you through space, arousing curiosity and producing
an intuitive sense of the imminence of a new experience. A public arcade in the city is
one example of a place that offers an individual continuous visual revelation in a
progressive sequence.
Cape Cod, Massachusetts
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A desirable public place, furthermore, is one that is open-ended in experience, one that
allows for wide individual interpretation and expression. It allows the ability of people
to change or modify the public space as desired. Popular art murals in public places
that express local culture and politics are an example of how individuals can directly
personalize the public environment. A similar but more emotional activity can be
observed at the Vietnam Veterans War Memorial in Washington, D.C. where visitors
often leave flowers, photos, and other momentos of expression in front of the granite
wall. Public places should enable the individual to have the ability to take an active part
in expressively shaping his or her own world.
Christian Science Center, Boston
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The experience of public places in the city is affected by the contact and engagement of
experiential form. Such elements of experiential form that are employed in combinations
and orderings are that of:
-Spatiality
- Scale and dimensions
-Transitional zones of exchange
- Containment and definition
* Approaches, entries and accesses
- Order and organization
e Arrangement
- Rhythm and continuity
-Hierarchy and articulation
-Contrasts
e Materials and textures
-Sensory stimuli: sound, smell, touch
The following sections of this thesis focus largely on the subjects of scale and dimensions
and transitional zones of exchange in public places. They discuss a few examples of
imageable (positively) and unimageable (negatively) public places. The third section of
Process and Design discusses in part several of the other elements cited above.
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Scale and Dimensions
An imageable public place is one that exhibits afull hierarchical array of both urban and
individual scale and dimensions. Larger more monumental dimensions can relate a
place to the surrounding urban context of a city, where smaller dimensions can
associate a place with the needs of an individual. Smaller spaces or shorter distances,
for instance, create the definition, comfort and intimacy for people to meet and talk.
Town Square, Southern France
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Floor texture can also establish a module or dimension that is identifiable to the
individual. The figures to the right, for example, are two piazzas of similar area and use.
One is barren and uncrossible, the other somehow inhabitable. The pattern of lines,
geometric shapes, color variation and textures provide a scale against which the
pedestrian can measure his or her own movements. By visually breaking down large
areas of expanse into more manageable fragments, paving patterns can help to occupy
an area and render it more approachable. In a similar way, shadows in a place can
create the necessary scale underfoot, as in the lower left figure on the opposite page.
Trees along streets and walkways can provide a scale, spatiality, rhythm, and continuity
identifiable to the individual and pedestrian, as in Minneapolis' Nicollet Mall or Boston's
Christian Science Center.
Piazza della Signoria, Florence (upper)Piazza del Duomo, Milan lower
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Christian Science Center, Boston
Milan Nicollet Mall, Minneapolis
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Transitional Zones of Exchange
An imageable public place is also one that contains a variety of transitional zones from
exterior to interior, public to semi-public, and ground to sky. The bay-windows, entrance
stairs, canopies and sidewalk cafes of Boston's Newbury Street are examples of
elements that begin to establish rich transitional edge zones. These elements create
zones of exchange between outside and inside and different levels of publicness.
Newbury Street, Boston
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Sidewalk cafes also provide graceful transitions
between involvement and non-involvement in an
urban place. They offer both intimacy and expo-
sure. The figure to the top left is an example of a
French cafe located next to a building, with pedes-
trians walking between cafe and street. Views and
attentions are directed outwards toward the street.
The figure to the middle left is more desirable as this
Roman cafe faces the building itself. Pedestrians
engage the zone between the building and cafe with
a greater sense of comfort and security. Sur-
rounded by pedestrian traffic, the Venetian cafe in
the bottom left figure is much more exposed, and
must offer umbrellas, trees, or other implied over-
head protection to attract sitters.
Newbury Street, Boston French (useer Roman (middle) and Venetian (lower) cafes
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Water
An imageable place may incorporate the use of water for sound, reflection, or participation.
This mysterious and compelling natural element defines an unique scale and changes
color, reflection, and texture in response to light, wind and sky. Water can be employed
in a variety of forms, from the breathtakingly theatrical to the mysteriously subtle. The
sound and look of water as fountain or pool in an urban fabric, for instance, can create
specific moods that delight and enrich the soul. Water can also be employed in a public
place for practical reasons. In New York's Paley Park, for instance, the 'white' noise of a
waterfall screens out noise from adjacent traffic and directs visual attention away from the
street.
Paley Park, New York
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Paley Park, New York (above left and right)
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Water furthermore invites par-
ticipation and pedestrian activ-
ity. The edge of a pool often
offers a smooth channel for
strollers to follow or a rest area
for individuals to sit along side
and wet their feet.
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Rheingarden, Koin, Germany Christian Science Center, Boston
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The work of Halprin exhibits an understanding
of an individual's desire to be involved with
water. Halprin creates implicitly theatrical, open-
ended environments for participation. Large
concrete blocks create basins of varying sizes
and large sun-flooded surfacesthat invite people
to bathe.
IMAGEability of Place: Experiential Form and Public Space
-ountain, rornana, Uregon, Halpnn
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(un)lmageable Public Places
The typical Italian piazza is an imageable kind of nook in the texture of the city. It is
comfortably defined and enclosed, carrying a stable building height all around. It is
essentially an urban room which becomes part of the existing city fabric via numerous
connections at a variety of scales - avenues, streets, vehicular and pedestrian
alleyways. The Italian piazza displays how the envelope defining a city's public domain
is crucial in making the city itself continuous. Colonnades, towers, windowsills, and
cornices build the envelope of the public place and become the physical container for
this public room. The image of a piazza is a curious mixture of stability and dynamism,
with variations in street widths and irregular broadenings into usable public places. It
is a focus, a change of pace, a point of emphasis and a breathing space. Expressive,
even picturesque elements create foci, establishing directions and dimensions, serving
as reference for the extended fabric. Although these collective nodes appear as
singular units in the city, they complement the city fabric with their character and
effervescence.
roran or IvmIIs map oi nrnui (UPPJu/
Pantheon Piazza (lower)
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Piazza della Signoria, Florence, (above right and left)
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Venice is filled with a plenitude of imageable public places where the pedestrian
dominates, and where spaces are at the scale and dimensions to accommodate human
needs and experience. At places where only the pedestrian enters, people relax into
natural activities, comfortably seek points of vantage, and form groups of common
interest. Although the Piazza San Marco is of a scale that relates contextually to the larger
fabric, the floor paving, cafe tables, and multitude of pigeons identify with the smaller
scale of the individual. In the Venetian pedestrian alleyway, there exists a pleasant and
satisfying sense of enclosure with the heights of the building and the relatively narrow
widths of the street. The myriad canals and bridges add seemingly infinite variety to a
three-dimensional space.
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Venice (above right and left)
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Boston's Fanueil Hall and Harvard Square are both imageable public places that
"celebrate" the individual by relating to a variety of personal needs and experience -
shopping, eating, people watching and spontaneous entertainment. Vistas of pedestrian
passages offer clues about the position which both places assume in the network of the
city. Each as a public space provides a vast variety of changing activities that color the
character of the place. Most of the sidewalks are generously wide to receive functions
that extend over from the shops, cafes and restaurants. The edges of the public and
semi-public lie in transition and exchange, giving the pedestrian the freedom and
opportunity to explore without interference. Trees provide overhead protection as well
as rhythm and continuity.
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Boston's Copley Square Plaza is also
an imageable public place with a variety
and hierarchy of scales. The larger
dimensions of the green and the plaza
proportionately relate to the size of the
Hancock tower and the rest of the sur-
rounding city fabric. There can be ob-
served, in parallel, smaller dimensions
of floor paving, benches, treesand lamp-
posts that are identifiable and associable
to the scale and experience of an indi-
vidual or pedestrian.
MbJity oJLf Plce,  E FcISI
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Boston's Government Center, alternatively, is an example of an unimageable place, one
which is animated only on the rare occasions when a sufficiently large portion of the
community comes togetherto celebrate or to demonstrate. For the remainder of the year,
roller skaters and skateboard riders are the only people who engage the space with
activities whose speed justifies the use of such a large expanses. Boston's Haymarket
is similarly a temporal and unimageable public place. It is densely populated and
activated every Saturday morning, but then abandoned for the remainder of the week,
where only unsightly boxes and delivery trucks are present.
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One Post Office Square is a third example of an unimageable public place in Boston.
The ambience of the place is created by the benches, trellis, neatly kept lawn, and the
carefully detailed pavillions and lampposts. The park speaks to a general human use,
but it fails to add up to an experience which would distinguish it from any other well-
groomed public place in the United States. The human scale exists but the elements
-down to the chain preventing you from walking on the grass -do not attract or engage
our attention. The place does not promote exploration or development. The park
conforms to the image of the office, efficient and pleasant, but somehow dull. Places
like these are courteous, non-discriminatory, but non-specific. They reject and favor
nothing, and by their lack of commitment they offer very little to their visitors in the way
of inspiration or invigoration.
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Adaptability
In the end, an imageable public place is one that can adapt to changing social needs and
conditions. It should provide the freedom and flexibility for a variety of social exchanges
and new patterns of activity. A public place needs to allow the individual a maximum of
choice and a great array of potential events. It is most successful when it does not
prescribe precise patterns of use, but rather provides a loose framework that will
accomodate variety and freedom of interpretation. We seek an open-ended order in a
place, capable of continuous future development.
A public place should also be adaptable to the changes of time and season. Alterations
in weather and size of collective influence the way an open public place is used. A
successful urban space changes its activites and functions during different times of the
day and year, as in Rome's Campo dei Fiori. New York's Rockefeller plaza similarly
relates to the seasonal changes by becoming an ice-skating rink in the winter. Public
places should be a measure of time, an indication of celestial changes. Often the only
elements indicating the arrival of spring or the fall in the city are the blossoming of the
trees and the warming weather. The framework of the city, however, needs to be
equipped to respond.
Rockefeller Center, New York
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Campo dei Fiori, Rome (above left and right, lower left and right)
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Process and Design
Intentions
In the advent of the intelligent age, the focal point of communal activity becomes the civic
forum of information exchange. The interface of art, information and communication to
the civic arena anticipates a public place for collective creativity and intelligence. An
Exploratorium for Art and Interactive Telecommunications can become the "heart"of the
city where participation occurs with the interaction and exchange of opinions on
community and world affairs. This place of discourse becomes a place to create,
contemplate and learn, a place that is an extension of ourselves, our city, and beyond
-an urban oasis for the freedom of interaction and expression.
An Exploratorium can establish urban identity and be a conduit for individual and social
involvement. It can be a new civic arena that addresses the disparity between
individuals who are priviliged and those who are deprived of the access to knowledge.
This can be a place of broad civic involvement, a local forum for communications of all
kinds. It can be a place of transition where individuals converge, interact, and re-divert.
This can be a public place that encourages the individual to be actively involved in the
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environment, either directly as participant, indirectly as interpreter, or referentially through
association. An Exploratorium is a place where individuals can share mutual excitement or
anxiety with fellow citizens, a place offering an opportunity for personal expression in an
unfolding chain of dramas that will impart new meaning to the city symbolic.
The imageability of the Exploratorium need not arise purely from monumentalism or novel
aesthetics. The imageability of this public place can instead ensue from a rich application
and ordering of water and specific elements of experiential form: scale and dimensions,
approaches and accesses, and transitional zones of exchanges. The design intention
focuses on creating a place of public pride and civic rejuvenation, a place with a positive spirit
and identity and an desirable image that is vividly distinct, legible and engaging. It is an
intention to create a place that heightens and celebrates an awareness of time - past,
present and future; a place that engages and promotes individual and social exploration; a
placethat provides freedom and flexibility for a variety of social exchanges and new patterns
of activity, one that heightens and complements perceptions of activities, issues and events.
This interactive place of exchange that provides access to art, information and communi-
cation seems pertinent to the forward advancement of our present social condition.
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Site Analysis
Present Condition
The site for the Exploratorium is Park Square in downtown Boston,
defined by Columbus Avenue and Stuart Street, between the Public
Gardens and the Theatre District. An eight-story public parking
garage and a three-story Visitor's Information and Welcome Center
presently exists on the triangular site. The Statler Building and Park
Plaza Hotel, the State Transportation Building, and the Howard
Johnson's Hotel adjacently define the spatial volume of the site.
Partial Map of Boston Aerial View of Boston (upper and lower)
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Partial Anonometric of Boston
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This site (-100,000 sf) presently exists as a 'flatscape', lacking intentional
depth and significance, providing only possibilities for ordinary experiences. It
remains a lifeless portion of an already vague zone that extends between
Copley Place and Chinatown. Although formally named as a city square, it
thoroughly lacks an identity and a sense of place. Stuart Street itself fails to
establish a continuous and defined edge in the stretch from the John Hancock
Tower to Chinatown. This adds to the lack of coherence and distinction. Park
Square lacks any form of focal point for individual or collective activity. This
lack of human presence creates an increasing sense of emptiness and danger
as night approaches.
View of Existing Site (upper and lower)
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View of Existing Site
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Opportunity
Park Square exists as a junction of several movement systems. Here people
begin or end trips or transfer from one type of transportation to another. Within
a short walking distance, there are two long-haul bus terminals (Greyhound and
Trailways), a major taxi rank (Statler/Park Plaza Hotel), and a subway station
(Arlington stop). It is an ideal location for a place of central civic information and
communication exchange.
View of lxisting Site (upper and lower)
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View of Existing Site
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Program Frame
Boston's new Exploratorium for Art and Interactive Telecommunications will be acces-
sible year-round to the general public and will serve to host special indoor and outdoor
participatory exhibits for children and adults.
Exhibits will feature interaction with such new technologies as slow-scan television,
digital-image transfer, videotex, teleconferencing, videophone and other on-line commu-
nications by phone, cable and satellite link. Exhibits will allow exploration into computer-
generated sound, images, graphics, text, animation and laser art. Permanent outdoor
"interactive zones" will feature different interfaces employing keyboards, palettes, mice,
touch screens, voice commands, and data gloves.
The Exploratorium will provide access to ACEN (ArtCom Electronic Network), a personal
computer network dedicated to contemporary art and communications technology that
provides electronic art magazines, bulletin boards and user-activated on-line listings of
art galleries and events; as well as FAST (Fine Art Science and Technology), an
information-based project that collects data about events and opportunities.
An Information and Visitor Center will provide basic information on the city's diverse
activities, history and culture. Information might include the history of Boston sports,
regional and geographical points of interest, directions to other parts of the city from Park
Square, suggested daily activities, Boston associations, institutions, and agencies.
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Program Components (45,000 sf total built)
e atrium
reception area
visitor's services
information area
admissions
coatroom
restrooms, telephones
gift shop
cafe bar
bookstore
restaurant
e administrative offices:
special functions and events,
publications, membership
e storage
e underground parking
- loading dock/shipping and receiving
main exhibition space
secondary exhibition spaces
special exhibitions area
laser art space
small auditorium
seminar/conference rooms
reading room, small library
children's and adult's workshops
sculpture terraces
courtyards (10,000 sf total)
gardens (5,000 sf total)
a public outdoor plaza
(40,000 sf total)
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Process Generation
The design process centered on the generation of sketch models and final models at
111=100', 11=50', 1 "=32', and 1 "=8' scales. The design process began with the urban
scale of the city, and progressed down to the scale of the public space and the scale of
the buildings. At early stages, the focus of design centered on the relationship of the
buildings to the outdoor public plaza in terms of accesses, entries, and formal generation
of outdoor space. Sectional and plan studies of the entire site paralleled the work in
model form, concentrating on the issues of water, dimensions, pedestrian access, zones
of exchange, and urban context. Studies progressively moved from the exterior to the
interior of the architecture by way of partial sectional sketches of transitional edge zones
and building envelope.
The following pages are presented as a document to the progressive order of the design
process and give a journal accounting to the making of Boston's new Exploratorium for
Art and Interactive Telecommunications.
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Design Proposal
Creation of Place and Identity
The site of Park Square was graphically analyzed at
1 "=800' in relationship to the surrounding systems of
street access. The site was found to be located at an
important hinge of major directional systems. It
exists in a strategic position where major fabrics of
the city converge.
The site was also analyzed in relationship to other
highly identifiable areas of Boston. This study was
much in the accord of the popular Lynchian graphic
analyses of Boston's distinctive elements. From this
analysis, it was concluded that a design intervention
of any kind should address the need to establish a
sense of place and identity that was clearly missing
in Park Square.
Diagram (upper), Analysis of street systems (lower)
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Analysis of Imageable Areas of Boston
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The site was next studied in a context model at 1 "=100'. This study focused
on the three-dimensional relationship of Park Square to the larger fabric of
Boston. An immediate design intervention was to create a greater definition
and a sense of enclosure by building up the adjacent edges of Stuart Street.
This move transformed the site into a distinct node or pocket that lies off the
main axis of Stuart Street and Columbus Avenue and spatially relates to the
Commons. A rhythm and continuity was introduced by the placement of trees
and lampposts along Stuart Street. Early design moves for the building and
public plaza were made at this scale. The intention began to move in the
direction of creating an 'urban landscape' of forms, space and natural
elements.
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Public outdoor plaza
The next pass was completed at 1 "=50' scale. Several
different schemes for the relationship of built form to open
plaza space within the site were constructed in massing
models.
The public plaza is depressed one story with subtle level
changes throughout to define territory and relate to the scale
of the individual. A large shallow pool of water is located in the
center of the space, breaking up the proportions of the plaza.
An interactive water garden is raised up slightly from the level
of the sidewalk to engage the individual. Trees are placed
along the street edges of the site to continue the pattern and
repetition established along Stuart Street.
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Another pass was taken at 1"=50' scale where building and
plaza forms were more clearly articulated. Water flows
down the walls which define the plaza edge on the side of
Stuart Street. The building edges suggested inhabitable
zones of screen-like layered enclosure. More interactive
zones were introduced throughout the site, above along the
sidewalk and in the plaza level. A large overhead screen is
used for public communication, where an individual can type
messages from an interactive booth on the plaza level that
will be displayed to the general public. The screen can be
viewed from the Commons, as well as from both directions
along Stuart Street. Access of the main building remains at
the plaza level, with no point of entry from the side of
Columbus Avenue. Access up from the garage occurs in the
main atrium, the information and visitor building, and the
corner of S. Charles Street and Columbus Avenue. Strips
of glass block flooring on the plaza level allow light to
penetrate down into the garage.
1'=50' Model (upper left and right, lower)
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1'=50' Model
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Water and Trees
The design prescribed the use of water and trees as natural elements
that would serve to block unpleasant sound and views of traffic from
within the site. This sensitivity to the perception of individuals on the site
creates a true identity and sense of place, distinctly separate from the
activities of the adjacent urban areas. Water and trees, when employed
along the street level, act in section as transitional buffers, creating a
desirable pedestrian zone that is sheilded from the noise and danger of
the street. Water is used to attract participation, whether in the
interactive water garden, or in the shallow pool that invites individuals to
sit along side and wet their feet. Trees are planted on the plaza level to
create a sense of overhead enclosure that relates to the scale and
comfort of the individual.
Kimball Art Museum, Fort Worth
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Christian Science Center, Boston
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Approaches, Views and Access
The next study was completed at 1"=32'. Program was determined and plans of the site
were drawn at four different levels. The parking garage begins one level below the plaza
with entries off S. Charles Street and Columbus Avenue. The laser art exhibit space,
auditorium, reception/atrium, special exhibits space, bookstore, and specialty shops are
accessed on the plaza level. Galleries, film/video room, cafe, and visitor and information
center are located on the street level. Library, reading room, adult and children's
workshops, information/history exhibit space, special functions space and interactive
roof-top terraces are located on the remaining upper levels.
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SitA Plan
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Upper Level Plan
1. Tower to Overhead Walkway
2. FilmNideo Viewing Room [Special Functions Terrace above]
3. Library, Reading Room, Workshops
4. Secondary Exhibit
5. Auditorium [Secondary Exhibit above]
6. History Exhibit
7. Interactive Terrace
8. Overhead Walkway to Adjacent Building
9. Roof Terrace
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Street Level Plan
1. Tower to Overhead Walkway
2. FilmNideo Viewing Room
3. Interactive Zone
4. Main Exhibit
5. Auditorium
6. Atrium
7. History Exhibit
8. Cafe Bar and Restaurant
9. Escalator to Plaza Level
10. Gift and Specialty Shops
11. Information and Visitor Center
12. Bookstore
13. Interactive Water Garden
14. Garden Terrace
15. Vehicular Access to Garage
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Plaza Level Plan
1. Atrium and Reception Area
2. Laser Art Exhibit
3. Auditorium
4. Special Exhibits
5. Elevator to Garage
6. Gift and Specialty Shops
7. Access to ACEN/FAST
8. Bookstore
9. Outdoor Amphitheater
10. Garden Terrace
11. Sculpture Terrace
12. Services
13. Conference Room
14. Interactive Zone
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Garage Level Plan
1. Parking Garage
2. Elevator to Plaza Level
3. Elevator to Information and Visitor Center
4. Elevator to Atrium
5. Auditorium
6. Laser Art Exhibit
7. Vehicular Entry/Exit
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Overhead walkways were introduced and studied in
a model at 1 "=32'. These bridges span across
Stuart and Columbus Streets and link with towers
that provide handicapped lifts and stairs. These
towers become markers, signifying and inviting en-
try. On the street level around each tower is an
interactive zone with activities that can attract atten-
tion and invite individuals to engage in further explo-
ration within the main building or plaza. The walk-
ways allow access to the upper levels of the main
building, one story above street level. There are
level changes and interactive screens providing a
variety of activities along the walkways.
1'=32' Model (upper left and right and lower)
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Media Screens
Attention was focused on the design of media screens
throughout the site. The overhead screen that was
introduced in the 1"H=50' model suggested the need for
a large collective gathering space within the plaza. An
outdoor amphitheatre was thus incorporated in this next
level of design. Information related to day-to-day
events and achievements are displayed on the screens
and seen by the general public. The media screens are
strategically placed to be seen in distant approaches
from the Commons, as well as from both directions
along Stuart Street. A large main screen is placed
above the atrium of the main building. This screen,
easily seen from all directions of approach, signifies the
atrium as a point of entry on plaza, street and upper
levels. It is supported by an inhabitable tower above the
atrium. Media screens are also carried through to the
interior of the building, used for partial definition of
subsidary spaces and for particular viewing sequences.
1'=32' Model (upper left and right and lower)
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1'=32' Model (above). Views (three above right)
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1 =32' Model Views (above six)
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1 "=8' Model (above left and right)
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1"=8'Model (above left and right)
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Edge Zones
Studies finally turned toward the transitional edge zones of the buildings.
These definitions of the building envelope were studied in sections cut
through the entire site as well as partial sections showing the effect of light.
The edge zones are inhabitable, at times containing the access and stair
systems. The enclosure of the building hangs free as a secondary system
from the main steel column-and-beam system of the building. The media
screens that hang beyond the enclosure system creates a tertiary system
in the edge zones. The building envelope becomes a rich dimensional
layering of screens and enclosure that exhibit a hierarchy of dimensions
relating both to the urban fabric as well as to the individual.
Sectional Studies (upper right and above )
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Section through auditorium and atrium of main building (top right).
Section through public plaza and information and visitor's center (bottom right).
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Section through special exhibits and interactive terrace (top right).
Section through main and adjoining building (bottom right).
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Conclusion
The Exploratorium exhibits a full hierarchical array of both urban and individual scale and dimensions.
Trees along streets and walkways provide a scale, spatiality, rhythm, and continuity identifiable to the
individual and pedestrian. Larger more monumental dimensions of the building and the plaza relate this
place to the surrounding urban context of the city. Smaller dimensions of interactive zones and overhead
walkways relates it to the needs of an individual.
The Exploratorium contains a variety of transitional zones from exterior to interior, public to semi-public,
and ground to sky. The building envelope becomes a rich dimensional layering of screens and SecionalStudy
enclosure. Systems of access and stairs lie in these zones of exchange between outside and inside and
different levels of publicness.
The Exploratorium incorporates the use of water for sound, reflection, and participation. The 'white'
noise of water running down the walls of the plaza screens out noise from adjacent traffic and directs
visual attention away from the street. The edge of the pool in the plaza offers a smooth channel for
strollers to follow or a rest area for individuals to sit along side and wet their feet.
The Exploratorium can form an ongoing focus for collective human experience. It is participatory
landscape of the city, afocal point in the city where we can experience the meaningful events of our daily
existence. It is open-ended in experience, allowing for wide individual interpretation and expression. It
allows the ability of individuals to change or modify its public space as desired. It can adapt to changing
social needs and conditions. The Exploratorium is a place that does not prescribe precise patterns of
use, but rather provides a loose framework that accommodates variety and freedom of interpretation.
The Exploratorium is a place of public pride and civic rejuvenation, a place with a positive spirit and
identity and a desirable image that is vividly distinct, legible and engaging. It is a place that heightens
and celebrates an awareness of time -past, present and future; a place that engages and promotes
individual and social exploration; a place that provides freedom and flexibility for a variety of social
exchanges and new patterns of activity, one that heightens and complements perceptions of activities,
issues and events.
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The Exploratorium for Art and Interactive Telecommunications promotes the need of the individual to
reach out, touch, and connect -to expand consciousness and distribute self into a larger society of mind.
It offers a means of creating art as social process -a means to evolving public imagination and promoting
broad civic involvement. The interactive telecommunications within speaks a language of cooperation,
creativity and transformation. It is atechnology not of monologue but of conversation. The Exploratorium
is a place that decentralizes and broadens communication between individuals of different cultures,
socio-economic backgrounds, interests and experiences. It is a place with a variety, richness and
unexpectedness of ideas and images. The Exploratorium promotes a collective imagination where
individual sensibility is heightened, perception extended, thought amplified and consciousness widened
to a global vision. The human use of computerised communication and electronic telepresence in the
Exploratorium carries great potential and hope for our emergence as caring, cooperative and creative
human beings.
The Exploratorium establishes an urban identity and is a conduit for individual and social involvement.
It is a new civic arena that addresses the disparity between individuals who are priviliged and those who
are deprived of the access to knowledge. This is a place of broad civic involvement, a local forum for
communications of all kinds. It is a place of transition where individuals converge, interact, and re-divert.
This is a public place that encourages the individual to be actively involved in the environment, either
directly as participant, indirectly as interpreter, or referentially through association. The Exploratorium
is a place where individuals can share mutual excitement or anxiety with fellow citizens, a place offering
an opportunity for personal expression in an unfolding chain of dramas that will impart new meaning to
the city symbolic.
In the advent of the intelligent age, this focal point of communal activity becomes the civic forum of
information exchange. This is a public place for collective creativity and intelligence, where art,
information and communication interfaces with the civic arena. The Exploratorium is the "heart" of the
city where participation occurs with the interaction and exchange of opinions. This place of discourse
is a place to create, contemplate and learn, a place that is an extension of ourselves, our city, and beyond
-an urban oasis for the freedom of interaction and expression.
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